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Zhangjiajie Highlights Tour - 4 Days
This 4 days tour takes you to experience both beautiful natural landscape and magic karst cave in world renowned Zhangjiajie Scenic Area. At
Mount Tianzi Scenic Area, a cable car can take you up to sightseeing terrace for sky-high paths overlooking the range - shooting location of
“Avatar”. Besides, the thrilling glass-bottomed bridge over the Zhangjiajie Grand Canyon will not fail to impress you.

Date Destinations Attractions, Meals & Transport

1 Day 1 Zhangjiajie airport-hotel transfer in Zhangjiajie

2 Day 2 Zhangjiajie

breakfast, lunch
Zhangjiajie National Forest Park, Mount Tianzi Scenic Area, Yuanjiajie Scenic Area, Bailong
Elevator Explore the Zhangjiajie National Forest Park. Spend a pleasant walk in the
tranquility Golden Whip Stream, you may feel like walking in a fairy forest. 
Take a shuttle bus to Mount Tianzi Scenic Area and take a cable car to the mountain top.
Mount Tianzi is admired as one of the top four scenic spots of Wulingyuan Scenic Area
(UNESCO). Mount Tianzi is renowned by the amazing natural landscape, it embodies varied
beautiful scenes at different time within one day and is reputed as “huge bonsai, small
fairyland”. 
Afterwards, take a shuttle bus to Yuanjiajie (UNESCO), experience the magnificent scenery
of jagged peaks and deep valleys. It is said that the Southern Sky Pillar in Yuanjiajie was
the prototype of the floating mountains in the Film Avatar.
Take the Bailong Elevator to get down from the mountain. The Bailong Lift is the highest
outdoor elevator in the World. 

3 Day 3 Zhangjiajie

breakfast, lunch
Zhangjiajie Grand Canyon Glass Bridge, Baofeng Lake As world's longest and highest
glass bridge, Zhangjiajie Grand Canyon Glass Bridge measures 430m in total length and
6m in breadth, and is suspended about 260m above the ground.
Baofeng Lake is one of most beautiful attractions of Wulingyuan Scenic Area. There were
many TV series shoot in Baofeng Lake area due to its amazing natural scenery. Take a
short cruise on the crystal-clear lake.

Good to know: on foggy days, it is easier to walk across the pathway as you can see
nothing below, however, the fun and thrilling feeling is less. You are advised to check the
weather forecast to get the best experience in advance. Our tour guide can also give you
some useful suggestions.

4 Day 4 Zhangjiajie

airport transfer in Zhangjiajie
breakfast, lunch
Tianmen Mountain (with glass skywalk) Today, take an excursion to the Tianmen Mountain
National Park. The stunning sightseeings include Tianmen Cave (also called Heaven's
Door), the 99 Bends, vertical cliffs, and the glass skywalk. The 1,430-meter high skywalk
offers visitor a unique vista of the mountainous summits and spine-tingling thrills. 

Then, stop by at Sand-rock Painting Research Institution and transfer to airport.

Service ends.

Tour Includes :

- Private English-speaking tour guide

- Private air-conditioned coach

- Land transfers between airport or railway station and hotel

- Entrance tickets as listed

- Chinese Lunch as listed

- Hotels with breakfast as listed

- Service charge & government taxes

Tour Excludes :

- Any flight with taxes

- Personal expenses such as laundry, drinks, phone bills, optional activities

- Tips for guides and drivers

- China Visa

- Travel insurance

About Shopping or No-shopping Tours



Since October, 2013, CITS offers truly alternative prices of tours with or without shopping. Exceptionally, some tours only have one type price,
such as seat-in-coach, hiking, self-driving and luxury tours, etc. Click here know more details.


